Introduction 5/[athematical machines, however the term is understood, are not adequate models for the computers of today; this is true whether we are talking about Turing machines, sequential machines, pushdown automata, generalized sequential machines, or any of the other numerous machine models that have been formulated in the last fifteen years. 5/iost of these models are either not, general enough, as the sequential or Turing machines with their single input and output devices, or capable of accurately reproducing only one important programming feature, or they postulate a set of states which, in most physical situations, is ranch too large to facilitate structural analysis.
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On the other hand, digital computers, whether they are binary, decimal or mixed, whether they have one or two instructions per word, or one instruction covering several words, have several i m p o r t a n t common features. All of their instructions tlave input, output and affected regions (in the sense of Definitions B and G below).
A Simple Model
Most modern computers are either binary or decimal; but some are a combination of the two, and theoretically there is no reason why a computer could not be constructed to the base 3, 7, 16, etc. T o say that a computer is constructed to the base n means that each "element" of the computer (i. e., each bit position or decimal digit in a computer word) is capable of "assuming" the values 0 through n -1. For the sake of simplicity, we start out with a restriction (removed in Section 3) that the base n is constant over the whole computer.
All computers have a memory, which is a finite collection of "elements" of the above type. We may now drop the quotes and speak of the memory of a computer as a finite set M, whose elements are permitted to assume values from 0 through n -1. A particular state (sometimes known as an "instantaneous description") of the computer is then a specification of such ~ value to each element of M, i. e., a function from M into the set of all integers from 0 to n -1. This suggests that the treatment of the "number base" n of a computer, above, is inadequate, and that instead we should consider a set B, called the base set, whose cardinality is the base of the computer. A state of the computer is then an arbitrary map from M into B.
Some computers have accumulators, index registers, "Q-registers," and/or other special purpose registers. It is important to note that here all such registers are regarded as subsets of M. Each register has its own "elements" (bit positions or decimal digits), which are regarded here ca the same basis as the corresponding "elements" of a standard core memory cell, i. e., as elements of the set M. Almost all computers have input/output devices. It is possible, of course, for computers to compute without using input/output devices, and one might expect that such devices are not necessary from this point of view. In fact, input/output devices and the instructions governing them are included in the present model, by extending the memory to be infinite; this is discussed in Section 6. Therefore, for the present, discussion of input and output is postponed, and our computer is assumed to have no such devices.
Passage from one state to the next is carried out by means of instructi,as. An instruction, then, is a method of passing from one state to anotherstate, i. e., a map I:8 -* $, where S is the set of all states under consideration. Let us assume for the moment that 8 is in fact the set of all maps from M into B. Let us, in turn, denote the set of all instructions in a given computer by 9. We then have the following definition. 
Input and Output Regions; Generalizaticms
E~tch instruction I: S -4 $ has associated with it two subsets of M, in a manner dictated by intuitive considerations.
As an example, consider a computer whose memory contains a "core cell" Y anti aa "accumulator" AC, i. e., Y C_ M and A C c M, and there is an instruction (possibly called "clear and add Y," "load Y," or "zero and add Y!') which moves the data in Y to AC. When we speak of "the data in Y" we are implying that the com~ purer is in a given stateS: M --* B, and the restriction of this map to Y (denoted by S I Y), which is a map from Y into B, is a code representation of a number, one or more characters, or the like. What we seek is a rigorous formulation of the phrase "moves the data." Stated another Way, the instruction I = ( C L A Y ) , or "clear and add Y," is a map from $ into $, where S is the set of all maps S: M --~ B. Yet there are clearly associated with the instruction I, two subsets of M; one is Y, and the other is AC. What is the precise relation between I and these two subsets?
Before answering this question, we would like to make two stipulations: (a) We would like to call Y the "input region" and AC the "output region" of I. Each instruction, then, m a y " take" data only from its input region, and may "place" data only in its output region.
• (b) We would like the definition of "input and output region" to give meaningful results when applied to any instruction--at least, any common instruction on ~ real conlputer. To make this precise, let us mention certain commonly used instructions, with their (putative) input and output regions:
I Thus, if two states agree on the input region of an instruction, the results on applying the instruction I agree on ~he output region. This would seenl to follow immediately from the definitions; yet the result, in fact, does not hold if M is infinite, unless other changes are made. (For the proof of this and other results ill this paper, the reader is referred to [2] .)
At this point one may ask: How general can we make the sets M, B, & and g of a computer without losing its properties? The only important property of computers we h~ve at the moment is Proposition I; however, it turns out that the same conditions which ensure Proposition I Mso are sufficient for other purposes. In Section .5 it is shown what happens when these conditions are relaxed.
Definition C. Let M be arbitrary, let B have at least two elements, let 8 be a set of maps S : M --* B such that: (P1) If S~, S~ E S, and M t is any subset of M, then the state S,, with
} is finite; and let a be a set of maps I: S-* S. Then the 4-tuple (M, B, $, a) is a computer. As before, M is the memory, B is the base set, the members of S are called states, and the members of g are called instructions.
The concept of a computer is thus a generalization of the finite complete corn-purer; the restrictions (such as the properties P 1 and P2) are justified by Proposition II below, and elsewhere. It may easily be verified that if the base set B has exactly oIle element, the obtained computer is completely trivial; on the other hand, nothing is gained by restricting B to be finite, and in fact an analog computer may be thought of as a computer in which the base set is the real line. Each element of an analog computer is capable of assuming an analog voltage, which is a real Immber; a state, or instantaneous description, of such a computer is then a mapping from the set of its elements into the real numbers. The set M is no longer required to be finite. The set $ is no longer restricted to be the set of all maps from M into B. If every map front M into B is in ~, then the computer is called complete. If M is finite, the computer is called finite. By condition (P2), an infinite computer may not be complete. Condition (P1) is a strong condition on the set 8, and is needed in the proof of Proposition II. Condition (P2) is justified directly by this proposition.
PROPOSITION II. Let (M, B, 8, ~) be a computer and let I C ~. If $1 and $2 are any two states of S, then S~ I IR(I) = S2[ IR(I) implies I(SI) I OR(I) = I(S~) ] OR(I). Conversely, let M and B be arbitrary sets, and let $ be a set of maps S: M --+ B which fails to satisfy (P2). Then there exists a map I: & ~ $ and two states $1, $2 C $ such that 8~ I IR([) = 82 ] IR(I), but [(SOl OR(I) ~ /(S~)] OR(I).

Another Model
We might also consider how to take account of computers which are part binary and part decimal; i. e., in which there are two base sets B1 and B~, and the elements S(x) are in B1 for x E M' (where M p ~ M is the "binary part" of the memory) and in B~ for x (~ M'. One way to do this is to consider a single base set B = B~ U B2, and to put a corresponding restriction on 8: S E 8 if and only if
8(x) E BI , x E M', and S(x) E B2, x ~ M'. This family $ satisfies (P1).
Another way is to re-examine the structure of the set $. The set of all maps 8: M --~ B can be thought of as the cartesian product of copies of B, over M as the index set. The set of states given in the preceding paragraph can be thought of as the cartesian product of two cartesian products: the first, of copies of B1 over index set M'; the other, of copies of B2 over index set M -M t. Might we consider a cartesian product of arbitrary sets B~, for x E M, where M is some index set? This would correspond to a set of maps S: M --~ B, where B is the union of the (distinct) B~, and S C $ if and only if S(x) ~ B~ for each x E M. This, however, raises the question as to whether such a family ~ always satisfies (P 1). For finite computers, the following proposition answers this question in a very strong manner.
PROPOSITmN III. Let (M, B, $, ~) be a finite computer, and for each x E M, let B~ = {b C B : S( x ) = b for some S ~ $}. Then $ is in fact the set of all maps S : M-~ B suehthatS(x) E B~forallx C M.
This proposition asserts that the example of a set ~ given above is a prototype for all finite computers. Thus we are led to an alternate set-theoretical formulation of the construct of Definition C, which may be formulated as a new definition of a finite computer. If M is infinite, the statement of Proposition III does not hold. Even if S satisfies condition (P2), and B~ = B for all x ~ M, the most that can be said is that, given any state S EG 8, g consists of all states S' such that {z -~ M: S(z) ¢ S'(x)l is finite. This is exactly the situation which is known in algebra as a restricted product. For example, given an infinite number of groups G~, the restricted product of the G~ is the set of all elements of the cartesian product which have only a finite number of non-identity elements. The result is a subgroup of the "complete product," i. c., the cartesian product with multiplication performed by multiplying coordinates. Before generalizing Proposition III, let us give a general definition of restricted products.
Definition E. Let Thus any restricted product of sets B~ corresponds to the set of states of a com. purer, satisfying (P1) and (P2). We may now give an alternative definition of a computer in full generality.
Definition F. Let 
Composition and Decomposition
Let us now consider computers under Definition C. One of the first things to notice about computer irtstructions, as they are formulated here, is that if two in, tructions are performed one after the other, as they are in a real computer, the result is their composition. paoPosrrm~" V.
Let (M, B, $, g) be a computer, [1, I2 ~ ~, and let J: $ --> S be dejined byJ(S) = I:(I~(S) ). Then:
(
1) IR(J) ~ JR(/1) U J~R(/r2) aT;(~ OR(I~) -OR([~) ~ OR(J) ~ OR(I~) U OR(I~). (2) /f IR(I~) ~ OR(It) = ~, then IR(I.~) c [R(J) ~ IR(I~) t.J tR([~) and o~(J) = o~(I~) U o~([~). (3) If IR([~) N OR(I~) = 4) and OR(I~) f) OR(I~) = O, :then IR(J) = [~(h) ~J ~([~). (4) If lR(Ie) f)OR(I~) = O. OR(I~) f~OR([:) = 4), andOR(I.~) N IR(I~) = O, lhen J = J', where J' is defined by J' (S) = [~(I~(S) ).
We may also treat the problem of decomposing a given instruction into instructions with smaller input and output regions. In the general case, such eomponen~ instructions may not be in the original set ~.
It turns out that if JR(I) ~ OR(I) = O the instruction [ can be written as the product of instructions having output, region {x}, for x ~ OR (I). Even when IR ( I) f~ OR ([) ~ O, we can "split off" the elements of OR(I) -IR(I), thus reducing to the case IR(I) ~ OR(I).
Products; Restructming; Affected Regic, ns
In this section computers as in Definition F are used. Questions to be answered are: Can we have a product of two computers? Can we have a subcomputer of a computer?
Since the set of states 8 of a computer is a product over an index set M, it would seem that two computers can be combined by taking a product over both index sets. Computers which are products, in this form, ahnost never occur in the real world. This is so, even though the definition, despite its length, is the most natural definition the author can make of a product computer. Several situations with real computers--for example, the addition of extra memory to an already existing computer-almost correspond to the taking of a product. It may be argued that the addition of extra memory Mways involves some complexity of a purely technical nature. But there is another perfectly good reason, and this is that product instructions are in a sense incomplete. Data can never be moved, under a product instruction, from the memory Mt to the memory 2~[~, or vice versa, despite the fact that the input and output regions of the product may intersect both Mt and Mz. This is one of the bases for the introduction of affected regions below.
If M is the product of M~ and M2 1 then M~ and M2 are certainly "subeomputers" of M. As a matter of fact, this kind of subcomputer is the only kind that makes sense, unless we change our definition of product (for example, to cover enlargement of the sets B~).
A more interesting construction is the restructuring of a computer. Let (M, g, ~)
be a computer and let ~ be a decomposition of M, that is, a class of disjoint n0a. empty subsets of M whose union is M. For each D ~ ~, let BD be the restricted product of the B, relative to the b~, over D as an index set, and let bD be the element of this restricted product whose coordinate on the component B, is b~. Let 6' be the restricted product of tile BD relative to the b,, over D as an index set. Then there is a canonical one-to-one correspondence between S and 8'; to the element of S whose co. ordinate at x E M is a, corresponds the element of 6' whose coordinate at D E ~', where x 5. D, is a member of B, whose coordinate at x is a,. Thus it is possible t0 There are many natural examples of restructuring as a mental process in whict~ computer programmers implicitly engage. If s/block of data in a binary computer is alphanumeric, for example, it may be thought of as being broken up into six-bit characters, which is equivalent to taking a memory structure in which the six-bit groups are sets occurring in tile decomposition ~. Over these sets the B D have order 64.
The concept of restructuring also answers a question that may have been raised about tile property (P1). Given a 4-tuple (M, B, $, ~), as in Definition C, in which does not satisfy (P1), but "almost" does so, and at the same time does satisfy (P2), how many of the properties of the set of states of a computer does $ "almost" preserve? Putting this question on a rigorous basis, let us look at all subsets M' of M, relative to which (P1) is always satisfied. By the following theorem, this set always consists of the members of a decomposition ~ and their unions. The concept of restructuring makes sense even without (P1), and so the "almost-computer" may be restructured by the decomposition ~-and the result will be a computer.
PROPOSITION VI. Let M and B be arbitrary sets, let $ be a set of maps S:M~B which satisfies ( P2) (as in Definition C), and let ~ be a set of maps I: $ --+ $. Let 5 ) be a class of subsets of M, as follows: P ~ 5 ) if and only if, given S1, S~. E $, there exists $3 E S with S3(x) = Sl(x) for x C P and S3(x) = S2(x) for x ~ P. Then 5 ) consists of the members of a decomposition ~) of M, and their unions. If ( M, 8, ~) is restructured under ~), then (~), S', ~), as in the construction made above, is a computer.
Let us now pass to the study of affected and affecting regions, which constitute a substructure on the input and output regions of an instruction.
Definition G. Let (M, B, ~, ~) be a computer and let I be an instruction on it. Then, for each set M' c IR(I), :It is quite possible that some elements of OR(I) are not affected at all; that is,
AR(M', [) = {x E OR(I) :"4S~, S~ ~ $, S~(z) = S2(z)
!
A R ( [R (I), I) ¢ OR ([).
This will happen, in particular, for an instruction in which JR(I) = 4, that is, a constant instruction (such as "store zero"). In such an instruction S i OR(I) is a constant, i. e., independent of S. Every instruction may be writ ten as an instruction for which A R (IR (I), I) = OR ( I ), followed by a eons rant hlstruetion.
We may now formalize the statements made above concerning the product of two computers, and concerning subcomputers:
P~¢OrOSlTmN VII. 
Let (M~ , $~ , ,J~) a:nd ( M2 , g~. , ~a~) be computers, and let B~ be I]w base set over x, for x ~ M~ or x C M2. Let g be the restricted product of the B~ relati~'e to the b~ over M~ U M2 • Let 11 ~ 'a~ , 1.2 ~ ~2 , and d@ne I:g --~ g as follows. Since 8 may be identified with $~ × g:, a typical element of $ has the form (S~, $2); we define I ( S~, S~ ) = ( I ~ ( S 1), I2 ($2)). ( We may call su& an in struction I the p rodu et 4 It and [2, and write I = I~ X I2.) Then IR(I) = IR(I~) U IR(I2) and OR(t) = OR([1) U OR(I2). Furthermore, AR(IR(I1), I) = OR(I1) and AR(IR(I2), I) = OR( I2)
.
AR~(M', I) = AR~(AR~(M', I~), I,~).
On the other hand, the only difference between AR~(M', I) and AR(M, I) is that, if x ~ IR(I) but x (~ OR(I) and the base set over x has at least two elements, then x ~ AR~({x}, I) but x ~ AR({x}, I). This distinction may be formalized as follows.
DefinitianJ. Let (M, g, ~) be a computer as in Definition F, let n be an integer, and let Z,, ___ M be the set of all elements x ~ M such that B~ has cardinality n. Then Z~ is the n-ary erm~ponent of (M, ~, ~).
Pltorosn'[o~ IX. AR2( M', I) = AR( M', I) U (M' --OR(I) -Z), whe~'e Z istae
1-ary (or unit) component of (M, S, g).
The ~bove two relations enable one to carry out calculations for affected regi0~ls un(ler composition, as has already been done for input and output regions.
7'ransmi~sion; Input-Output
Transmission instructions move data from one part of a computer memory to another in an unchanged fashion. Input/output instructions may be thought of as moving data to and from an input/output register, which is a subset of the men-tory. The system (whether electronic or human) which acts on this data may be thought of as a computer including this register in its memory. A less fanciful construction may be made by considerit~g "Ln infi,fite set M, consisting of all the squares on an infinite tape. An instrueti0~ which moves this tape orte square in the forward direction has the entire infinite tape as its input and output region, but the affected regions are very small; each squa~'e ~ffects only the square next to it, except for the square under the "read head." It is clear that by elaborating on this construction we may produce a realization of a sequential machine [1] or of a Turing machine as a computer. By including several infinite tapes (either one-way or two-way) in the set M, we may likewise model a multitape machine [311.
Another interesting example of a computer is based on ALGOL. The set M is the set of all distinct variables. The base space over each variable is the set of values which it can take--either idealized (i. e., the real numbers) or actual (the possible values of a 36-bit word). An arithmetic st~tement may then be thought of as an instruction.
Existence of Instructions
Can the input, output and affected regions of an instruction be taken arbitrarily? For computers with finite memory, tile answer is yes, subject to tile restrictions we have already mentioned. No input or output region can contain an element x ~ M such that B:~ has exactly one element. Tile input region of an instruction can be void, but the output region cannot, unless the instruction is the identity. The affected regions of subsets of IR(I) are determined by the affected regions of one-element subsets of IR(I). An element of IR(I) must affect itself, unless it is also in OR(I).
Other than this, however, there are no restrictions for finite memory, and no restrictions on input 'rod output regions for infinite memory. Affected regions in a computer with infinite memory must satisfy certain other conditions. We give necessary and sufficient conditions, in the case of countable memory, for a set of affected regions to correspond to the affected regions of an actual instruction. As a consequence of this theorem, it can be shown that for a finite machine the affected region AR({x}, I) may be equal to Q' (or {x} U Q', if necessary) where Q' is an arbitrary subset of the output region of I.
If the condition that U,Ee Q~ be finite is removed from the above proposition, the conclusion does not hold. There are two distinct types of eounterexamples:
( (2) The region affecting an infinite subset Q0 ~ U,ee Q, must either be itself infinite, or contain an dement p for which Bp is infinite.
It is remarkable that the two necessary conditions (1) and (2) above, taken together, are sufficient as well, provided that the memory M is countable. In fact,, we may prove the following. RECEIVED AUGUST, 1965 
